
Company Overview

Blend is the infrastructure powering the 
future of banking. Financial providers—
from the largest banks, fintechs, and credit 
unions to community and independent 
mortgage banks—use Blend’s platform 
to transform banking experiences for their 
customers. Blend powers billions of dollars 
in financial transactions every day. 

Products and technology


Consumer Banking Suite 
Home Equity, Vehicle Loans, Credit Cards, Personal Loans, Deposit 
Accounts, Cross-sell


Mortgage Suite  
Mortgage Suite, Blend Insurance Agency, Blend Title and Title365, 
Close, LO Toolkit


Many of our most important banking products—mortgage, loans, 
checking accounts—are still largely happening on paper, and for many, 
they remain inaccessible. The slow transition to a digital solution has 
only created siloed and inefficient processes, products, and data 
systems that create friction for both consumers and their financial 
providers.


Blend’s cloud banking infrastructure helps financial providers transform 
banking experiences for their customers and streamline workflows 
for their teams. Financial providers can quickly deliver the modern 
experiences their customers expect, and more people can reach their 
financial goals.


Blend’s Consumer Banking Suite provides financial services firms with 
a single platform to deliver best-in-class digital experiences to their 
customers across products and channels. In addition to closing more 
loans online, financial services firms can deepen relationships with 
consumers by using Blend to offer data-based recommendations 
tailored to their unique financial needs.


Blend’s Mortgage Suite provides a complete digital experience that 
puts financial services firms at the center of the broader homeownership 
journey. We provide a single online portal for consumers to complete 
their application, manage follow up tasks, obtain home insurance and 
title insurance, and close their loan with a remote online notary. Our 
technology powers a one-stop shopping experience for consumers 
while increasing efficiency for loan teams by automating manual tasks 
and providing workspaces tailored to the needs of loan originators, 
settlement agents, and closing teams.
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More information

100 Best Remote-First 
Places to Work, 2022

Fintech 50, 2021 
Cloud 100, 2020
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Blend by the numbers

350+

60+$4.9B

customers as of May 2022, including 
Wells Fargo, U.S. Bank, M&T Bank, 
SWBC, Navy Federal Credit Union, and 
more count on Blend to power end-to 
end consumer journeys across banking 
products and channels.

pledges one percent of product 
development and employee time 
toward supporting the Equitable 
Ecosystem Initiative (EEI). As of March 
2022, Blend employees make up 52% 
women and gender diverse folx.

Integrations with top data and 
technology providers.

in loan application volumes processed 
by hundreds of financial services firms, 
per day, in 2021.

Helping financial 
providers transform 
banking experiences 
for their customers.

Top Technology 
Service Provider, 
2020 HousingWire 

Tech100, 2020

Human Rights 
Campaign Foundation 
Corporate Equality 
Index, 2022

Best Workplaces 
2021, 2020, 2019

The Blend 
Impact Program


